Digital research, 7.5 credits

PhD course hosted by DIGSUM and Humlab.

The language of instruction is English.

Location: Humlab on campus for all sessions but (2), which is in Humlab-X on the arts campus.

Part 1 Introduction

6 November 13.00-13.30: (0) Course introduction: Simon Lindgren & Sam Merrill
6 November 13.30-15.00 (1) Digital Research in the Humanities and Social Sciences: Simon Lindgren & Stefan Gelfgren

Part 2 Methods and approaches

8 November 10-15 (Humlab-X): (2) Digital ethnography: Coppélia Cocq
13 November 13-16: (3) Network analysis: Simon Lindgren
16 November 13-16: (4) Text analysis: Simon Lindgren, Fredrik Norén & Roger Mähler
21 November 10-15: (5) Ethics: Guest teacher Charles Ess

Part 3 Applications

27 November 10-12: (6) Text mining and digital history: Johan Jarlbrink
5 December 10-12: (7) Data protection law for researchers: Markus Naarttijärvi & Jan Leidö
11 December 10 - 12: (8) From User Experience to Norm Critical Design: Karin Danielsson

17 December 10 - 12: (9) Digital visual methods in memory studies: Sam Merrill

15 January 10 - 15: (10) Seminar: presentations and discussions: Simon Lindgren & Sam Merrill

Sign up by 15 October to digsum@digsum.net